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by Dana Cook
Editor-in-Chief

A day in the life of LGHS freshman Aidan 
Lazovsky revolves around a full schedule of classes, 
a challenging baseball practice, and homework. 
However, occasionally he breaks routine with music, 
expressing his love of listening to and playing, 
specifically, the electric guitar. 

After a long day of school, Lazovsky packs his 
belongings and heads to the high school baseball 
field. As a freshman playing on the junior varsity 
team, a student can be intimidated by the fast pace 
and challenge of playing for LGHS, but Lazovsky 
keeps his head up and enjoys the experience. He 
attributes his composure to his confidence in 
the game and the fact that “[he’s] been playing 
baseball all of [his] life.” Pitcher, outfielder, and 
first and third baseman, Lazovsky concludes: “My 
favorite part about playing on the LGHS team is 
being able to make and hang out with friends every 
day after school and be playing baseball together.” 
His easy-going personality shines through as he 
describes his love for the sport and the friendships 
he has created along the way. 

Lazovsky applies his sense of curiosity and 
eagerness to learn through his interest in learning 
to play the guitar. Upon receiving his first guitar 

Lazovsky shares charismatic flair

several years ago, Lazovsky dabbled in the music 
world, teaching himself how to play. In his words, 
“I play a little bit, but I’m not very good.” This 
interest but lack of guided learning and practice 
inspired Lazovsky to sign up for the guitar class 
here at LGHS. In taking the class beginning in the 
fall, he hopes to learn “the basics” so he can then 
“teach [himself] how to play songs [he likes].” He 
isn’t sure what sound he is going for yet, not does 
he have any ideas for songs he wants to learn, but is 
certain he wants to expand his knowledge of music. 

While his day may seem packed, Lazovsky 
remembers to unwind and let loose. Older sister 
and family friend Arielle Lazovsky and Christine 
Bowser respectively, characterize Lazovsky as 
“pretty happy and generally in a good mood.” 
According to these seniors, one of his most mem-
orable traits is his laugh. “I love when he laughs 
because he’s funny. When he starts laughing he 
can’t stop.” Fellow freshman and best friend Nathan 
Jee describes Lazovsky as a “very charismatic” 
person who constantly extends kindness to all and 
“is a great friend.” 

Lazovsky keeps himself busy with school and 
extracurriculars, but is sure to slow down and enjoy 
moments with friends and family. So if you ever see 
him in the halls or out on the baseball field, make 
sure to say hi and strike a conversation because you 
may just receive a classic Lazovsky laugh. 

Science inspires Wong
by Austin Yung
News Editor

Words can barely describe the capabilities 
of student extraordinaire, sophomore Christina 
Wong. She excels when it comes to science, 
speech and debate, and running a story-writing 
club at LGHS.

Wong’s infatuation with science began at the 
age of two, since her mom often took her to muse-
ums, zoos, and many other scientific attractions 
all over the Bay Area. Her mother’s dedication to 
educating Wong led to the release of her guidebook 
in 2004, Kids’ Adventures Around San Francisco 
Bay. Starting in eighth grade, Wong decided to act 
on her love for science by taking Biology Honors 
and is now enrolled in AP Physics as a sophomore. 
“I was a little nervous entering AP Physics since 
I’m the only sophomore, but everyone was very 
inviting and friendly”, remarked Wong. Not only is 
she in AP Physics, Wong also happens to be enlisted 
in ASR (Advanced Science Research), where she 
applied computer science and music to assist stroke 
patients in their physical therapy. 

Throughout the school year, Wong created an 
app called Musync, which calculates the user’s 

footsteps per minute, then syncs that with music 
containing a similar beat per minute (bpm), 
allowing the user to walk to the beat of the music. 
The app uses music therapy, which helps patients 
keep their center of balance and increase/decrease 
their stride length as they walk. “I personally love 
music and I wanted to apply computer science to 
biology in some way. So when I saw the effects 
of music therapy on the news I knew I wanted to 
utilize that in some way,” Wong mentioned. For her 
dedication to the app Wong received second place 
from the Association for Computing Machinery and 
a 200 dollar award.  

In addition to thriving in the lab, Wong also 
competes in speech and debate with her limited 
amount of free time. Wong began speech and debate 
in seventh grade, where she developed the essential 
skills for public speaking and the ability make a 
point effectively. She initially joined speech and 
debate to overcome her fear of public speaking, 
but it eventually became an enjoyable passion. 
She also loves how it constantly tests her ability to 
think quickly. Wong recalls, “Once I began to speak 
more and more, I started to realize that the fear of 
[public speaking] wasn’t that big of a deal. I love 
the challenge speech and debate brings, and the 
need to quickly prepare an argument on a subject 
I have no idea about.”

On Wong’s list of achievements is her club Fic-
tion For Kids, where members write and illustrate 
stories for foster kids and hospitalized children. So 
far, they have donated fifty stories to UCSF Benioff 
Hospital, along with matching stuffed animals, 
and sixty additional stories to two different foster 
centers. On top of that, Wong and other members 
read their stories to children from kindergarten to 
second grade at Van Meter and Dave’s Elementary 
Schools. “We have a pretty small team, but it’s a 
lot of fun to work with each other and be able to 
incorporate our interests into our stories as well,” 
explained Wong, proudly noting the hard work she 
put into her club.

Wong’s dedication to her work is quite inspiring, 
as she can almost always be found writing away, 
never stopping for a break. But whenever she isn’t 
busy programming in ASR, you can always see a 
smile on her face and a gleam of determination 
in her eye.

Reddy descRibes heR passion foR movie pRemieRes

Mazzaferro excels at both high school and club baseball 

by Jordan Evans
Editor-in-Chief

The one constant in the life of senior Priyanka Reddy is that she is always 
moving. With an affinity for chicken nuggets and a flair for the arts, there’s 
no doubt that this scientist is going places, and fast.

Reddy’s first big move was right after fifth grade when her family pulled 
up stakes from Midland, Texas, and set up shop in Los Gatos. She noted that 
one of the most prominent distinctions between the small towns was the lack 
of racial differentiation in Texas, so “when [she] moved to California[, she] 
got to meet all these different people.”

As a result, Reddy had the opportunity not only to continue, but enrich, 
her passion for dance. The roots of Reddy’s dance career grew around ballet 
and Bollywood, which she began to learn at just three years old. At six, this 
jack of all trades took up Bharatanatyam, a “super traditional” style of Indian 
dance, alongside her older sister Meghana Reddy. “I love ballet,” P. Reddy 
commented, “but getting in touch with the cultural piece, especially after 
moving to California, … was a really cool opportunity.”

One way Reddy stays connected to her past is by satisfying her cravings for 
Chick-fil-A. The fast food chain is ubiquitous in Texas, so the chicken nugget 
devotee sourced comfort from the familiar cuisine, and she even hooked some 
of her new friends on the commercialized, yet sincere, Southern food along 
the way.

by Thomas Petroff
People Editor

Day in and day out, junior Jarred Mazzaferro inspires his peers 
with his outgoing, charismatic personality. Spending most of his time 
on the baseball field or in Santa Cruz, Mazzaferro lives every day as 
an endless adventure.

Mazzaferro has played baseball since he was five years old, and he 
sees the sport as part of who he is as an individual. “I have been playing 
it my whole life, and I have just enjoyed it every year I’ve played it.” 
Baseball is almost a year-round sport for Mazzaferro, who plays for 
both his high school and club teams. Since freshman year, Mazzaferro 
has played for the varsity team, mostly in the infield, including second 
base, shortstop, and third base. He is especially excited for the rest of 
the high school season as CCS playoffs begin later in May. 

During the summer, Mazzaferro travels with his club team to a 
variety of places, including San Diego, Arizona, and Georgia. “Summer 
is really fun because I get to travel a lot,” Mazzaferro says. Because his 
club team travels and plays nationwide, the competition is extremely 
difficult, but Mazzaferro still finds pride in the sport. “I am definitely 
going to try and play baseball as long as I can.” Wanting to play baseball 
in college, he attends camps in both northern and southern California 
to find recruiting opportunities. 

As for his spare time, Mazzaferro spends it with his family. He 
enjoys vacationing in Tahoe, joining his younger brothers Jayden and 
Justin on various different trails in the mountains. Mazzaferro shares a 
great relationship with his mom, Señora Mazzaferro, as well, finding it 
extremely helpful to have a family member at school with him. His mom 
gives him advice and input in a variety of areas throughout his high 
school experience, which is what he loves most. When he is not with 
his family, Mazzaferro travels to Santa Cruz beaches with his friends. 

Mazzaferro never fails to impress students on campus, as he is an 
individual determined to inspire others. Living his life by the motto, 
“it is what it is,” he adores the surprises in the world and goes with 
the flow. His athletic talent and desire to see the world for what it is 
defines Mazzaferro’s character. With hair like no other and a love of 
Nacho Libre, Mazzaferro delivers a quirky personality to the people 
with whom he surrounds himself. 

In addition to introducing her classmates to the wonders of nugs and sweet 
tea, Reddy formed connections by frequenting the movie theater with friends. 
High on her bucket list is attending the Oscars; for the time being, Reddy 
goes “full out” on Hollywood’s biggest night, even dressing up and ordering 
fancy food. At midnight premieres of new movies, you can always find Reddy 
eagerly waiting in the queue. As she puts it: “if I don’t see every new movie, 
I’m missing out on something.” To her repertoire, she has also added two visits 
to San Diego Comic-Con, where once she camped out for three nights to see 
new Marvel trailers.

Reddy is considering taking up a minor in something cinema-related, but 
her current focus lies in the STEM field. She credits her “really awesome science 
classes” for nudging her in the right direction, and Reddy spearheaded her 
intellectual development by enrolling in ASR (Advanced Science Research) as 
a sophomore as well as shadowing at Boston Scientific last year. This fall, she 
plans to major in biology at the University of Southern California, hopefully 
to head on to the pre-med track.

In college, she aims to join club tennis, following her involvement in Los 
Gatos Tennis Academy and her four-year participation on the LGHS team. Reddy 
enjoys “getting to see [her teammates] grow” and striving to help them succeed 
despite the sport’s unique emphasis on individual performance.

With her nose to the grindstone, this bona fide dreamer is on the fast track 
to greatness in scientific research, tennis matches, and everything in between.
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